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The following theorem is proved: Let G be a finite graph with cl(G) = m, 
where cl(G) is the maximum size of a clique in G. Then for any integer r > 1, 
there is a finite graph H, also with cl(H) = m, such that if the edges of Hare 
r-coiored in any way, then H contains an induced subgraph G’ isomorphic to G 
with all its edges the same color. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we establish what has been called the “Galvin-Ramsey” 
property for graphs (another name used is the EFGH problem). Some 
special cases of this were already known, due to Erdiis, Folkman, Hajnal, 
and the present authors. The authors used a technique for the case of 
triangle-free graphs which is strengthened here to obtain the general 
result. 
We assume all graphs below are finite and undirected. 
We will find it convenient to use the “arrow notation,” which we define 
below. All graphs G will consist of a set V(G) of vertices and a set E(G) 
of edges. A graph His a subgraph of G if V(H) C V(G) and E(H) C E(G). 
If also E(H) = E(G) n 2”fH), then we say that His an induced subgraph, 
and we write H C G. qx H - G is an embedding of H if v is an injection 
from V(H)into V(G) such that for any {x, y} C V(H), we have {x, JJ} E E(H) 
iff ~({x, y}) = {v(x), y(y)} E E(G). For SC V(H) we write q(S) = 
{v(x) I x ES>, and we write v(H) for the subgraph G’ C G induced by 
cp(V(H)). F is an isomorphism, then, from H onto G’. 
Let G, H be graphs. We denote by G --+? H (G --+r H, respectively) 
the statement: If E(H) (respectively V(H)) = C, u ... u C,. , then for 
* We thank Ron Graham and Bruce Rothschild for their help during the final 
preparations of this paper. 
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some i, 1 < i < r, there is a G’ C H, G’ isomorphic to G, and E(G) C Ci 
(respectively V(G’) _C C). We call the G monochromatic, and refer to the 
Ci as colors and to the partitioning C, v ... u C, as an r-coloring. We 
write G --+yd H to mean that if E(H) = C, u ... u C, , then 
there is a G’ C H, G’ isomorphic to G, such that for some ordering 
Xl < x2 ... < x, of V(G’), the color of an edge {xi, xj} of G’ depends only 
on max{i,j}. We say that G’ has a good coloring in this case. 
Finally, for any graph G, let cl(G) denote the size of the largest clique 
in G, that is, the largest set in V(G) with every pair in E(G). 
2. RESULTS 
The purpose of this paper is to prove: 
THEOREM 1. For every graph G and integer r >, 1, there is an H with 
cl(H) = cl(G) such that G -+Y H. 
We prove this by combining the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 2. For every graph G and integer r > 1, there is an H with 
cl(H) = cl(G) such that G -“, H. 
TBOREM 3. For every graph G and r > 1, there is an H such that 
cl(H) = cl(G) and G --$?Od H. 
Obtaining Theorem 1 from these two is immediate. Theorem 2 is 
already known, and is due to Folkman [2]. We will observe below a new 
way to prove this which is not quite as elementary as Folkman’s direct 
inductive proof. Thus we need only prove Theorem 3. To do this, we 
introduce “types.” 
3. TYPES 
We let [a, b] = (a, a + I,,.., b}, and for every ordered set X, the map 
[l, I X I] -+ X always denotes the order preserving injection. Let MI 
and 44, be p-subsets of X, and assume min MI # min M, . Let 
t = t(M, , M,) be the map defined by the composition: 
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where r(x) = {i 1 x E AC&}. Then the type, or p-type t[M, , MS] = 
{t(M, , L,) u t(M, , Mi)). We denote this by t as well. We can think of 
types as the pattern of relative order of M1 and Mz . 
If A4 = (m, )...) m,}andm,<m,<~~~<m,,thenforSC[I,p]we 
let M(S) denote the subset {mi 1 i ES}. If t = t[M, , M,], then we let 
t(S) = t[M,(S), M,(S)]. t(S) will be an I S I-type if and only if min M,(S) # 
min MS(S). 
For an ordered set X, and a set T of p-types, we define (X, T, p) to be 
the graph G with V(G) = (;), the set of all p-subsets of X, and 
We abbreviate ([l, n], T, p) by (n, T, p). The clique number cl(T) is 
defined by cl(T) = sup, cl((n, T, p)). cl(T) need not be finite. For example, 
if p = 1 and T contains only the single type represented by ({l}, {2}), 
then cl(T) = co. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a set of q-types, and S a set of p-types, q > p, and 
P a p-subset of [l, q]. Suppose that for every t E T, t(P) ES. Then 
cl(T) < cl(S). 
The proof of Lemma 1 is obvious. 
LEMMA 2. For every graph G, there are n, p, and T and an embedding q~ 
of G into (n, T,p) such that cl(T) = cl(G). 
Proof. We prove this by induction on 1 V(G)/. For 1 V(G)/ = 1 it is 
trivial. Assume it is true for all values less than 1 V(G)/. Let x E V(G). 
Define G* to be the subgraph of G induced by V(G) - {x}, and G, to be 
the subgraph induced by { y 1 {x, y} E E(G)). By induction, we have 
embeddings q~*: G* -+ (n*, T* ,P*), yx : GE+ <[n* + 1, n* + n,l, T,, PA 
with cl(T*) = cl(G*), cl(T,) = cl(G=). Let V(G) - ({x} u V(G,)) = 
(21 9 22 ,*-., 4. We define the desired embedding as follows: Let 
n=n*+n,+I(p,+l)+l+p*+p,.Letp=p*+p,+l.Then 
for y E V(G) we let 
~4~1 I q*(u) u S(Y) u {n* + nx + Oz + 1) + l> if y E V(G,) 
= y*(y) u in* + n, + (j - l>(ps + 1) + 1, n* + n, +AP, + 1)l 
if y=z, 
= [n* + n, + On + 1) + 1, nl if y = X. 
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Finally, define 
T = {t[d YA d ~41 I 1 YI > 14 E JYG))- 
It is easy to verify that 9: G + (n, T, p) is an embedding and that 
cl(T) = cl(G). The procedure here is to consider types t E T and to use 
the properties of T* and T, when t([l, p*]) E T* or t([p* + 1, pJ) E T, . 
We observe how Theorem 2 can now be derived. Let G be a graph, 
and let q~: G -+ (n, T, p) be as in Lemma 2. Then consider H = (N, T, p>, 
and let V(H) be r-colored. Then by Ramsey’s Theorem, if N is large 
enough, there exists a set X C [l, N] of size n such that all its p-subsets 
have the same color. But then 
GA+, T,P)- (x, T,P)CH 
is an embedding of G into a monochromatic subgraph of H. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a graph, 1 V(G)1 = m and let G1, G, ,..., G, be 
some induced subgraphs of G. Then there are n, T, p, q~, qi , mi , i = l,..., s 
such that q~: G -+ (n, T, p> is an embedding with the following properties: 
(1) cl(T) = cl(G). 
(2) cl(Ti) = cl(G,), i E [i, s], where 
Ti = NAxA dxdl I (xi 3 4 E &‘%)I. 
(3) If A4 = v(x), x E V(G), then M({qi}) = mi if and only if x E V(GJ. 
(4) If t[M, M’] E T then M({qJ) = M’({qi}) if and only if 
t[M, M’] E Ti . 
Proof Let vO : G -+ ([l, n,], T,, , pO) be the embedding guaranteed 
by Lemma 2, and similarly, for i E [ 1, s], 
0 
i-l 
~)i z Gi-t no + C (nk + (P& + 1) m + 1) + 1, no 
k-1 
+ il (nk + (pk + 1) m + ‘) + ni] ’ Ti ‘pi) * 
Let V(G) = {x1 ,..., x,], and for each j E [ 1, m] let Sj = {i I xj E V(G,)}. 
Then set 
n = no + i (nf + (pi + 1) m + 1) P = PO + i (Pi + 1). 
i-l i=l 
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Now we define y by 
u tJ [no + *c (4 + mtp, + 1) + 1) + ni + (j- l)(pj + 1) + 1, iq k==l 
nO f $i @k + m(pk + I) + l> f % +h% + l)] - 
Put qk = PO + & Pi + 1, fllk = % + xtl (ni + m( pi + 1) + 1). 
Finally, let T = {t[y(xj), v(xi)] 1 {xi , xi} E E(G)}. It can be verified that 
CP: G + (n, T, p> is an embedding with the desired properties. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
To prove Theorem 3 we use induction on j V(G)I, the result being 
trivial for ] V(G)] = 1. Assume it is true for all values smaller than 
1 V(G)1 > 1. Let V(G) = {x1 ,..., x,}, and let G* be the induced subgraph 
with V(G*) = V(G) - (x3, and G, the subgraph induced by the set 
{ y 1 {x, , JJ} E E(G)}. Let H* be the graph assumed by induction to have 
the property that G* -food H*, where V(H*) = ( y, ,..., JQ. 
Let v: H* ---f (n, T,p) be the embedding guaranteed by Lemma 3, 
where the induced subgraphs of H*, say HI, H, ,..., H, are taken to be 
all those with d(Hi) < cl(G) and where qi , mi , i = I,..., s have meaning 
as in Lemma 3. 
For N > n we define H(N) as follows: 
We claim that for N sufficiently large, H(N) is the desired graph. That 
cl(H(N) < cl(G) follows from the construction by Lemmas 1 and 3. 
Suppose, then, that E(H) is r-colored. For each e E E(H) let c(e) denote 
the color of e. Let Y = { y, ,..., y,J C [l, N], y1 -C **a < yn , and let 
olr : (n, T,p) -+ (Y, T, p) C H be the embedding determined by the 
correspondence i - yi . Let E((n, T, p)) = (er , e2 ,..., e,}, and let c(Y) 
denote the sequence (c(or,(eI)),..., c(oly(ew))). We then have an r”-coloring 
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of ([‘$I) by letting Y, Y’ E ( [l$‘l) have the same color if and only if 
c(Y) = c(Y’). 
Let M be a large number (to be specified later). By Ramsey’s Theorem, 
if N is large enough (N >, R(n; M; rW)), there is an M-subset 2 C [l, N], 
say 2 = {q ,. . ., z,j, q < * ** < zM , such that all n-subsets have the 
same color. This simply means that c(Y) is independent of Y for Y C Z. 
This induces an r-coloring of H*, then, by H* --to’ (n, T, p> + (Y, T, p) 
for Y C Z. By choice of H*, there is a G’* C H* isomorphic to G* such 
that G’* has a good coloring. Let G,’ C G’* correspond to G, C G*. Then 
G,’ = Hi, for somej,, E [I, s], since certainly cl(G3 < cl(G). 
Now consider all sets SE(:) such that S({qiO)) = .qM121 = a. Each 
such set gives rise to a pair of sets (S([l, qj, - l]), S([qjO f 1, p])) of 
sizes (qj, - 1) and (p - qi,), respectively. We can associate a color with 
each such pair, namely, c((S, xai,}). By the generalization of Ramsey’s 
Theorem stated below as Lemma 4, we see that if M is large enough 
(M > 2 maxUh(q~o - 1, P - qi, , D, L, r), R,(qiO - 1, P - qj, , D, L, r)), 
then there are subsets U, VC Z, with U = {v ,..., uD}, V = {q ,..., Q}, 
Ul < ... -C uD < a < v1 < ... < vL, L=n-m~o,D=mjO-l,~u~h 
that all pairs (A, B) have the same color, A C U, B C V, 1 A 1 = qj, - 1, 
I B / = p - qj, . But this means that if G” is the image of G’* by the 
embedding 
G’_CG’*_CH*--% e <n, T, P> m(UU(a)u V, T,p> 
-C<-ZT,P>CW,T,P)CH, 
then the subgraph induced by V(G”) u {x,~,} is isomorphic to G and has 
a good coloring. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let d, I, D, L, r be integers. Then there is a pair of integers 
(R,(d, I, D, L, r), R,(d, 1, D, L, r) = (RI, R,) such that if ([‘$I) x ([‘*fa]) 
is r-colored, there will be U C [I, R,], V C [ 1, R,] with 1 U 1 = D, 1 V 1 = L 
and (z) x (‘t’> monochromatic. 
Proof. The proof follows from Ramsey’s Theorem, letting 
R, = R(d; D; r), the Ramsey number for d, D and r, and 
R2 = R(I; L; r@‘). 
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